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Claire Lieberman has always had an expansive view of what sculpture can be—not only 

conceptually but also in terms of its materials and processes. I can’t think of anyone else who’s 

managed to find an aesthetic justification for Jell-O, for instance. Less unusual, certainly, have 

been her efforts to integrate video into sculpture, but fairly rare (in my experience) have been the 

instances where, as with some of Lieberman’s work, it’s clear that the video has been subsumed 

into a sculptural framework, rather than sculpture (or, perhaps more accurately, objects) having 

been incorporated into a video installation. 

 Maybe that’s because at heart, Lieberman is a sculptor in the most traditional sense. She 

is that rarest of creatures in the twenty-first century, a carver of marble. And as such she might 

well nod in accord with Michelangelo himself, who in a famous letter declared, Io intendo 

scultura quella che si fa per forza di levare: I understand sculpture as what we do by means of 

taking away—that is, by carving—as opposed to picture-making, quella che si far per via di 

porre, what’s done by way of adding material. The Florentine sculptor furthermore clarified the 

purpose of this carving in one of his poems: Sì come per levar, donna, si pone / in pietra alpestra 

e dura / una viva figura: Just as it is, my lady, by removing that one places into the hard and 

alpine stone a living figure. Note that si pone, one places, is a form of same verb porre, to place, 

that he had used to describe the activity of painting as opposed to sculpture, thereby cleverly 

intimating that this activity of removal, sculptural carving, is a subtler and more effective way of 

“placing,” that is, adding something to the stone.  



And what is it that the sculptor adds to the stone in taking part of its substance away 

through the act of carving? Michelangelo’s answer: life. The carver does not merely depict a 

figure but imbues it with life. And when I say that Lieberman is a sculptor in the traditional 

sense, I am referring to her use of carving to give life to the inanimate. Her work may seem 

untraditional in that what she carves are not figures; rather than images of the human form, they 

represent objects. And yet we can feel that these objects breathe, that they have a pulse, that they 

are alive. Consider, for instance, her black marble Radio: Look at how subtly its curves convey 

the feeling that this is not a mechanism, but rather an organic being, perhaps a seed harboring a 

nascent existence and preparing to burst open with it; the object’s surface suggests this invisible 

welling force within. Hi Speed is more obviously organic—it reminded me of all the unfamiliar 

produce I used to see in the local shops when I lived in Chinatown—and yet it possesses a 

quality of animation in excess of any mere vegetable on the market stall: Looking at it, I kept 

thinking it was about to flop around on its pedestal like a fish, so lively is it. 

Admittedly, many of the sculptures in the “UDBO Playground” group that includes 

Radio and Hi Speed are far from organic in form. Big Sonar, for instance, is a strange device 

resembling an oversized top, or perhaps some sort of loudspeaker—though not, it seems, any of 

the sonar transmitters currently available, if a hasty Google search is to be trusted. But even here, 

there is a hint of that liveliness which Michelangelo recognized as the carver’s goal, if only in the 

subtly phallic shaft that emerges from a hole in the main object—or should we see this rod, 

rather, as plunging into it? In any case, there is an inner energy to it, an apparent impetus to 

movement: life. That’s what makes these contrary objects—blunt and refined, organic and 

mechanical, succulent and adamantine, seductive and warlike—so unequivocally sculptural. 
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